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Meeting Minutes

April 15, 2019

The Lanier MS SDMC meeting began @ 4:05 pm. in Office B. Members present are reflected on the sign-in sheet.

Dr. Campos began the meeting by inviting all members of the SDMC to introduce themselves to the new SDMC member, Ms. Adaramola, or “Ms. B.”. Ms. B is the Special Education teacher at Lanier.

The topics that were discussed are as follows:

Handbook/Student Planners

- Dr. Campos spoke on the proposed changes and sought the committee’s input and advice needed to complete and update the Student Planner/Handbook.
- We discussed in detail the following policy updates: dress code, student cell phone use, discipline management, field trip procedures, and the addition of a new SEL curriculum.
- The members of SDMC gave input and suggestions for the Student Planner items that Dr. Campos had highlighted.
- Regarding the Daily Schedule, Dr. Campos asked for teacher input and for two teachers that are a part of the SDMC to meet with members of the administration about the master schedule, especially the scheduling of the GSG period and Study Lab blocks.
- Dr. Campos discussed the current staffing needs of Lanier for the 2019-2020 school year and the new openings to be filled.
- Several end-of-the-year activities were discussed, with a focus on the eighth-grade promotion ceremonies that will be divided into clusters for promotion. Grade Eight promotion will be held in the auditorium on May 30, 2019.
- Dr. Campos ended the meeting by asking if anyone had any questions or concerns and thanking each of the members for their input and suggestions regarding the agenda items, especially those needed for the completion of the Student Planner.
- The meeting ended at 6pm.